We report new results of γ dir +hadron and π 0 +hadron azimuthal correlations as a measure of the away-side jet-like correlated yields in central Au+Au and p+p collisions at ) dependence, now extending down to z T =0.1, of the suppression of the away-side associated yields is presented. We observed that the suppression of away-side associated yields tends to vanish at lower z T . The dependence of the suppression on both p assoc T and p trig T is also discussed. Finally, these results are compared with various model predictions.
Introduction
The γ dir +jet analysis has been discussed in many theoretical studies [1, 2, 3, 4] to study parton energy loss as a probe of QCD matter at extreme temperature and pressure. The azimuthal correlations of the charged hadron with a direct photon (γ dir ) trigger is considered as a promising probe in heavy-ion collisions for the study of parton energy loss and necessary to understand the jet-quenching mechanisms [4] . In comparison with γ dir triggers, π 0 -triggered charged hadron correlations can reveal path length dependence of energy loss due to the difference in geometrical biases as well as the the color factor dependence. From our previous measurement [6] , it is observed that suppression of hadrons is independent of whether it is associated with a γ dir -or π 0 -trigger. In this work, we have performed γ dir -hadron and π 0 -hadron correlation study, extending our kinematic region to lower z T = p assoc T p trig T (down to z T =0.1) in order to understand the behavior of the medium modification factor at low z T .
STAR Detector and Transverse Shower Profile (TSP)
The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the main charged-particle tracking detector [7] in the STAR detector system. The Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) [8] is used both for triggering on the events and for providing an energy measurement for the trigger photon or π 0 in |η| ≤ 1.0. STAR provides full 2π azimuthal coverage and wide pseudo-rapidity (|η| < 1.0) coverage. The Barrel Shower Maximum Detector (BSMD) provides high spatial resolution (both in the η and φ planes). Detailed discussion about the BSMD can be found in Ref [6] . The data were taken by the STAR experiment and amount to an integrated luminosity of 2.8 nb In order to distinguish π 0 , which at high p T decay to two photons that are close together, from single γ-clusters, a transverse shower-shape analysis is performed. In this method, the overall BEMC cluster energy (E cluster ), the individual BSMD strip energies (e i ), and the distances of the strips (r i ) from the center of the cluster are used. To quantify the shower shape, an observable we call the "Transverse Shower Profile" (TSP = 
